4 BEST PRACTICES
TO OPTIMIZE YOUR
WORKFORCE
Businesses all across the world are facing new challenges every day, and the supply chain industry is no different. Amid
ever-increasing productivity demands and a shortage of skilled labor, operations need new ways to attract lift truck
operators and to prepare them as quickly, efficiently and completely as possible. It’s important to implement tools and
training strategies that help new, as well as current, operator staff members. Here are a few options we at The Raymond
Corporation recommend:
IMPLEMENT E-LEARNING METHODS
E-learning is an efficient, cost-effective way to train your staff. One of the
key benefits of e-learning is its quick information delivery. The experience
can be personalized to each employee’s needs and give operations realtime feedback and actionable data on an individual’s performance.
UTILIZE TECHNOLOGY FOR HANDS-ON INSTRUCTION
In today’s distanced world, technology can play an important role in
educational instruction for your warehouse operators. Virtual reality has
become an incredibly powerful tool for education in warehouse and
distribution facilities. Raymond’s Virtual Reality Simulator offers a unique,
engaging learning experience for operator students and a more efficient
teaching tool for instructors. Users enter a simulated warehousing
environment on a real Raymond® forklift truck by plugging into the
patent-pending Simulation Port (sPort). This immersive, engaging virtual
experience helps operators develop skills and builds operator confidence
before they even hit the warehouse floor.
REINFORCE OPERATOR CONFIDENCE WITH TECHNOLOGY
There are plenty of operator assist technologies available to improve
your warehouse’s order picking efficiency and give operators confidence
in their work. For example, Raymond’s Pick2Pallet™ LED light system
is designed to help reduce picking errors by using LED lights to visually
reinforce product placement.
EVALUATE OPPORTUNITIES FOR IMPROVEMENT
For continuous improvement, regularly evaluate your operation to
uncover opportunities for improvement within your facility. Utilizing
data and telematics technology is a great way to inform your staff of
opportunities for improvement. RTLS programs enhance efficiency
by monitoring the movements of lift trucks, personnel and assets
in your warehouse. A Labor Management System (LMS) can track
and understand how personnel are performing, helping operations
understand where improvements could be made. Raymond’s
iWAREHOUSE® suite of offerings provides application engineering, data
analysis and professional services to customize solutions to your needs
and help you get the most out of your investment.

To learn more about what Raymond is doing to ensure warehouse, distribution and supply
chain operations stay efficient and productive, visit www.raymondcorp.com.
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